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CLARIFICATIONS
S.no.

Query

Clarification

1.

In paragraph 25 page 3 of the Moot Proposition it says
“Raman overheard the intimate conversation of
Refer to the proposition.
Simran & Suraj”. Whether Suraj and Simran were in a
No clarification needed
relationship or it was just an emotional bonding
between the two?

2.

The moot proposition mentions about two acts Hindu
Marriage Act 1955 and Hindu Minorities and
Yes
Guardianship Act 1956. Are we free to apply other acts
in the said moot?

3.

The second issue of the moot proposition states
“Whether the petitioner is entitled for maintenance and
Custody of her daughters?” What is the domain of the No clarification required
word maintenance? Does it talk about maintenance
only for girls or for girls and Simran?

4.

In Paragraph VII (d) of The Rule book for the Moot
says that Statement of facts
One page means single that
should only be of 1 page. “1 page” here means only the is front side
front side of the page or both (front & back) sides?

5.

In Paragraph VII (d) of The Rule book for the Moot
says that the summary of
Summary of all the
Arguments (not more than one page). The limit set here
arguments
is for the whole summary or for the summary of
arguments for each issue?

6.

Whether any notice was served to the petitioner
(wife) by the US court before delivering the order of
custody of the minor child in question.

No clarification required

7.

In respect to the facts mentioned in para 13(1st line)
of the proposition, how many times physical violence
has been faced by petitioner (wife).

No clarification required

9.

Did anyone attend the court proceedings initiated by
Raman in the New York local court representing
Simran?

No clarification required

10.

11.

12.
13

14
15

16.

17.

Which is the court before which the petition for
divorce, maintenance and custody of the children has
been filed?

Family Court

The order passed by US court to return the custody of
younger daughter to Raman was according to which
laws? (Indian LawS OR USA’s laws) Also, which
provisions were used to grant that order?

Refer to the proposition.
No clarification needed

Did Simran have a job while living in USA?

Read the moot proposition
carefully

In paragraph 12 of the moot problem, which house
does it include that was repossessed by the bank?

The house in USA.

What is the marital status of Simran’s younger
sisters?

The same is irrelevant for
purposes of this moot
competition.

How much money was Simran paid in her job in
India?

Refer to the proposition.
No clarification needed

When did the petitioner file for divorce

Read the moot proposition
carefully

In respect to the facts mentioned in para 13(1st line)
of the proposition, how many times physical violence
has been faced by petitioner (wife).

Refer to the proposition.
No clarification needed
Read the moot proposition
carefully

18

19

Whether the issue related to domestic violence act
can be framed

Whether the order of US Court is of interlocutory
nature

Its clearly mentionedTeams are free to frame
any other relevant issue/s
to the said moot prop
Read the moot proposition
carefully

